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AGENDA ITEMS 45 TO 66 AND 155

GYNERAL DEBATE ON ALL DISARMAMENT AGENDA ITEMS (j~$&inued)

Mr. s (Oman) (interpretation from Arabic)8 It gives me great

pleasure to express to you, on behalf of my country, my congratulations on your

election as Chairman of the First Committee. I wish you success in your

well-deserved post. There could be no better Chairman to succeed your predecessor,

Allow me at the outset to affirm my country’s keen interest that our

deliberations in the First Committee at this session should lead to recommendations

and resolutions on the many issue8 of interest to us as an international community,
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The General Assembly meets this year at a time of international detente

following the end of the cold war between the two super-Powers. We welcome the

positive signs of the prevalent climate of d&zente, which have shown that dialogue,

negotiation and respect for the interests of others are the best way to live in a

more secure and more peaceful world. The world regards as cjood signs the

ratification in the United States and the Soviet Union of the agreement concluded

between them to eliminate their intermediate-range and shorter-range nuclear

weapons in Europe and the intended reduction of their arsenals of strategic

weapons. We commend the great and sincere efforts made by both the President of

the United States and the President of the Soviet Union to curb the arms race and

limit the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. However, the world looks

forward to the complete elimination of all devastating weapons as it is not enough

to reduce their number and prevent their proliferation.

Disarmament is not the concern of any single country; rather, it is a matter

of interest to all nations and all peoples. Therefore, we must take earnest joint

action to formulate a comprehensive disarmament programme, to adopt the policy of

collective security and apply the principle of solving all international problems

by peaceful means, without the threat of force.

While we support all the efforts aimed at halting all nuclear tests and

explosions, we hope that those efforts will not become an end in themselves, but a

step towards the elimination of all types of weapons of mass destruction. The

world should be free of such weapons so that people may live in peace and security.

In order for us to realise humanity's aspiration after a world without nuclear

weapons we must take concrete action , such as the creation of nuclear-weapon-free

zones. Therefore, the Sultanate of Oman supports all the proposals to that end,

especially the proposal to make the Middle East a nuclear-weapon-free aone, a done

free of all weapons of mass destruction. Here we wish to draw the international

( , . _ . .
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comunity's  attention to the gr%ve threat posed by Israel's possession of nuclear

weapons and its increased nuclear capability, which threaten destruction and

annihilation not only to the Middle East, but to the whole world, particularly

since that country arrogantly refuses to place its nuclear installations to

international control. Recognizing that that posture could lead to destruction and

instability in the tegdon, the Sultanate of Oman strongly supports the

Secretary-General's efforts in this regard. We believe that the international

community must intensify its efforts and seriously consider the need to create a

nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East. All peace-loving States should take

that need into account and deprive Israel of any help that may enable it to develop

further its nuclear capabilities.

Ever since it became a member of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean,

which is preparing for the United Nations Conference on the implementation of the

General Assembly's Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace, the

Sultanate of Gman has contributed in every way possible to ensure the success of

the Committee's work so that the Conference may be convened at its scheduled time.

However, most regrettably, certain States have not shown the necessary flexibility

in their positions. This has resulted in difficulties that may obstruct the

convening of the Conference, as scheduled, at Colombo, in 1991. The behaviour of

those States could have been justified in the days of confrontation between the

two super-Powers, but it can no longer be justified, now that the world is for the

first time enjoying the fruits of the end of the cold war and the dawn of

international d/tente. We are hopeful that those States will change their

positions and show a true spirit of dfitente and show more enthusiasm for progress

in preparing for the conference in 1991,
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We also greatly welcome the proposed declaration ily the States of South East

Asia of their desire not to possess or acquire nuclear weapons. While welcoming

the declaration, we call on the States of the area to intensify their efforts to

take practical steps to implement the declaration. We urge those States that did

not respond positively to the proposal to show flexibility and to co-operate with

the efforts to create a nuclear-weapon-free zone in South East Asia, so that the

declaration my result in a binding legal agreement.

The Sultanate of Oman fully supports all the efforts to curb the practice of

certain transnational corporations of dumping nuclear, toxic and radioactive wastes

in the territoriies  of developing countries, particularly in Africs. the Middle

East and the South Pacific especially that those States are not responsible for

producing the material that result in such wartes.
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If such unethical practices persist, they will pose a threat ,to and have grave

implications for the environment and all living beings in those States. We think

the international community must deal resolutely with this problem. It should do

all it can to contain the proliferation and dumping in all environments of toxic

wastes of any kind. Those efforts should culminate in a comprehensive and binding

legal agreement that addresses the issue in all its aspects.

The concept of international security in its broadest sense requires close

attention to all vital environmental issues such as climatic change, toxic-waste

disposal, and environmentally safe development, This is clossly connected with the

need to view outer space as the common heritage of all mankind.

We earnestly appeal to all the countries which possess the scientific,

technological and economic capability not to use outer space as an arena for

conflict and not to extend the arms race to outer space and thus expose mankind to

annihilation. To be sure, we applaud every scientific breakthrough by any

developed country in exploring outer space provided it benefits mankind. We urge

that outer space be made an arena of peaceful scientific experiments and

exploration that would benefit science and lead to the prosperity of all mankind.

We are acutely concerned by Israel's activities in outer space, such as its

launching of a spy satellite for spying on the military and defensive capabilities

of Arab and African States. This leads to military imbalance in the region and

opens wide the door to the arms race, thus posing a grave threat to international

peace and security.

The question of maritime armament is problematical, but it deserves

attent'on. In that connection, the Sultanate of Oman considers it imperative to

take all necessary security- and confidence-building measures in order to reduce

the threat posed by the possibility of naval confrontation and incidents at sea,
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especially in the case of vessels carrying nuclear weapons. International efforts

should be coupled with bilateral effcrts in this respect. Negotiations should be

held isr the framework of the Conference on Disarmament. There is also a need for

security guarantees for non-military activities at sea, for coastal States, and for

neutral-State shipping at times of conflict.

Any talk of disarmament should include conventional disarmament, which is

inseparable from the whole if we want a more peaceful, secure world, Since the

Second World War, the world has witnessed many devastating wers that have been

fought with conventional weapons. Those wars have cost the world millions of

lives, millionA of grieving mothers, millions of widows, and millions of wounded

and crippled victims. Great wealth was squandered on the acquisition of such

weapons. We still see a feverish desire on the part of many States to hasten to

acquire weapons and to squander stupendous sums on sophisticated military materiel,

at a time when many suffer from starvation, drought and desertification. There

must be concrete steps to end this unbridled race by reducing military budgets.

The greatest responsibility in this area naturally rests with the major Powers.

In this regard, we wish to commend the efforts made in ths framework of the

Stockholm Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) aimed at

I reductions in conventional weapons.

Recently, since the emergence of international dhtente, events in many parts

of the world have demonstrated that diplomacy and dialogue are the ideal means of

settling international conflicts and disputes. Military force is sterile and has

become an anachronistic approach that should be abandoned. We all aspire for the
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abandonment of military force) this requires that all States abide scrupulously by

the principles of the Charter of the United Nations and by all United Nations

resolutions. States should abandon the use or threat of the use of force in the

settlement of international disputes. Dialogue and negotiations should be the sole

means of settling such disputes. There must be no interference or intervention in

the internal affairs of any State.

That would create the sense of security that is required for disarmament

efforts to be concerted and effective. We look forward to the day when peace and

harmony will prevail among ell peoples, “rrespective  of country and region.
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Mr. ELARABY (Egypt) (interpretation from Arabic): f wish at the outset

to congratulate you most sincerely, Sir, on your election to the chairmanship of

the First Committee. The delegation of Egypt is convinced that with your enormous

diplomatic experience you will successfully steer the Committee's work this year

and enable us to achieve our desired goals. Our congratulations also go to the

other members of the Bureau.

A perusal of this year's agenda of the First Committee reveals many items

pertaining to international security and disarmament. We wish to highlight two of

those items. First is the interrelationship between the current international

developments, the new international political order and the items on the First

Committee's agenda on issues of international security and disarmament. Secondly,

we should consider the framework in which the First Conrnittee can act in the light

of such developments and any progress that can be achieved in the area of

disarmament without the participation of the United Nations.

In the past, the challenge that faced the United Nations was to solve the

difficult problem of dealing at one and the same time with the issues of

international security and the elimination of their political and ideological

causes in such a way as to make possible the achievement of real progress towards

disarmament and the halting of the terrible arms race which binders the attainment

of the minimal level of co-operation and harmony that is needed to overcome

political and ideological differences and the achievement of coasemua on

international security issues.

Today however, in the new, post-cold war era that has beeu described

rightfully as the era of the establishment of a new international order, the world

must shed yesterday's concepts of security which stemmed from the rivalry betweae

the two super-Powers, the existence of two main military alliances and the bslief
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that security could be ensured through military might. The two super-Powers and

the other nuclear Powers remain responsible for formulating a ,new concept of

international security pursuant to the responsiblities mandated to them by the

Charter. These are heavy responsibilities indeed, but they have to be shouldered.

While we believe that the major Powers continue to bear these responsibilities, we

in Egypt are convinced that other States will have to shoulder increasing

responsibilities in the future.

It is extremely important that the nuclear Powers should pay heed to the

thinking and positions of the non-nuclear-weapon States in the field of nuclear

disarmament. There is no doubt that the honest and full discharge of the

responsibilities of the nuclear Powers requires interraction with the positions of

the non-nuclear-weapon States and response to their legitimate needs. It is also

incumbent upon the international community to acknowledge that the other States,

especially the members of the Non-Aligned Movement, have to respond to those

changes by posing their own concepts of their future security needs and wrenching

for themselves a greater and more effective role and a greater say in the

international arena+ That is a role those other States can have only when they

become active in putting forward new thinking and new proposals. That is something

we look forward to in the near future.

The Fourth Review Conference of the States Parties to the Treaty on the

Non-Pfuliferation of Nuclear Weapons ended in Geneva a few weeks ago without a

final declaratian. We have listened here to various points of view and different

assessments of what has happened in the Conference and its effect on the fua,tre of

the Treaty, As we all know, this was not the first time that the Review Conference

concluded without a final declaration. The Review Conference in 1980 also failed
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to issue CL final declaration without any ill effect on the Treaty an8 its

p”ovisions. Egypt’s delegation has no doubt that the ban on nuclear testing, which

was the bone of cantertion  that prevented the Conference from adopting a final

declaration, is a highly significant question whose importance increases from one

day to the next, as it has to cfo with the interpretation of basic provisions of the

Treaty. Hence the need to ensure that the Conference on Disarmament should address

this issue profoundly and earnestly and ensure the success oi the Conference on the

Partial Test-ban Treaty that is scheduler3 to meet here in New York, next January.

The great majority of States believe that the non-proliferation Treaty is the

corner-stone of nuclear disarmament and a crucial instrument for the preservation

and consolidation of international peace and security. The Treaty’s effectiveness

is inevitably affected by two factors: First ,  the extent of its success in being

truly universal and, secondly, the extent of its contribution to the prevention of

horirontal  and vertical proliferation of nuclear weapons.

There is no doubt that the decision by France and China to participate as

observers in the Review Conference’s work must be welcomed as a step towards tho

Treaty’s universality. We hope that this will be followed by more concrete steps.
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In this respect, Egypt's delegation would like to reiterate the appeal to Israel

and South Africa to accede as promptly as possible to the Treaty.

With regard to the non-proliferation rigime, it is worth mentioning that the

non-nuclear-weapon States parties to the Treaty are entitled to voice a legitimate

aspiration for credible security guarantees. In effect, Security Council

resolution 255 (1968) implicitly recognises the principle of giving such security

guarantees to non-nuclear-weapon States. However, that resolution does not mention

all the necessary detailed guarantees which are required by any State that may be

exposed to the threat or the use of nuclear weapons, especially as two States,

permanent members of the Security Council, refused to vote in favour of the

resolution. On the other hand, the resolution did not add any new element to the

system of collective security stipulated in the Charter, but limited itself to

referring to the right of collective self-defence enshrined in Article 51 of the

Charter. Notwithstanding the individual declarations issued by the five permanent

members af the Council whereby they undertake not to use or threaten to use nuclear

weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States, those declarations, with the exception

of that of China, cannot be regarded as unconditional guarantees.

We have to enlarge further our understanding and consideration of Security

Council resolution 255 (1968) and consider whether or not that resolution, which

was adopted before the coming into force of the Treaty, is adequate to meet the

future requirements of non-nuclear-weapon States, especially as certain

nuclear-weapon States and non-nuclear-weapon States have not yet acceded to the

Treaty.

Egypt calls upon the Security Council to adopt a new resolution containing

credible and dependable guarantees that go beyond the terms of Security Council

resolution 255 (1968). We hope that the five permanent members ot' the Security
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Council will take part in preparing and presenting such a resolution and that the

five permanent members will commit themselves unconditionally therein to deter any

threat or actual nuclear aggression and provide? assistance to non-nuclear-weapon

States should they be exposed to nuclear-weapon attack.

After the end of the Fourth Review Conference, Egypt sent messages to the five

nuclear Powers wherein it referred to the conclusions that the Fourth Review

Conference had been on the point of reaching with regard to safeguarding

non-nuclear-weapon States from nuclear-weapon attacks. I once again seize this

opportunity to call for responding to the consensus which prevailed in the Fourth

Review Conference in this respect, and call for the adoption of another resolution

to strengthen Security Council resolution 255 (1968) in the desired direction.

The importance for non-nuclear-weapon States of credible guarantees was

reflected also in the initiative by Nigeria, which aims at the signing of an

international treaty wherein the depository nuclear-weapon-States would undertake

not to use nuclear weapons against the non-nuclear-weapon States. Egypt hopes that

this Nigerian initiative will be successful.

I now refer to the convention on the complete prohibition of the production

and stockpiling of chemical weapons. The Conference on Disarmament considered this

matter in Geneva at its two 1990 sessions. The Chairman of the Ad Hoc. Committee on

Chemical Weapons, Ambassador Hyltenius, demonstrated competence and experience

which are most commendable. However we must admit that 1990 has witnessed no real

progress towards concluding the convention. There are still wide differences of

opinion on many important issues. I shall not proeeed to analyse the reasons for

the failure of the 1989 Paris Conference, because the Conference on Disarmament may

be the proper forum fur such a review. However, I would wish to single out a few

important aspectst
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First, we must be very clear as to the nature and general orientation of the

convention. There is international unanimity on the need to achieve a total ban,

and not a regime that would prevent the proliferation of chemical weapons. tie find

that the proposals which have been put forward contain certain loopholes which may

be interpreted as aiming at a non-proliferation regime and not at a total ban.

Secondly, there is a considerable difference between the production of

chemical weapons and the production of nuclear weapons. Moreover, it is much more

difficult to apply verification measures in the case of chemical weapons. For

these reasons, universalities of the convention has been a ti uua w, from the

very beginning. The international community cannot tolerate a repetition of the

situation with regard to the Non-Proliferation Treaty which still lacks

universality 20 years after  its conclusion. Therefore, Egypt ‘8 delegation believes

that the issue of universality should be given absolute priority henceforth and

that all States must participate actively in the elaboration of the convention.

In this context, the delegation of Egypt supports the holding of a disarmament

conference at the ministerial level to consider all pending issues and adopt all

the political decisions required to complete the formulation of the convention next

year.

Egypt has also proposed the holding of meetings in the final stages that would

be open to participation by all States 80 that every State will be involved in the

preparations and committed to abide by the obligations that will arise from the

convention.

Thirdly, the main objective of disarmament agreements is security. In the

case of chemical weapons, the new convention must contain precise clear provisions

regarding security guarantees for States parties and credible effective sanctions
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to be implemented by the new organisation which will be set up or by the Security

Council upon the recommendation of the said organisation, according to the nature

of the breach.

Clearly, any fundamental change in the concept of international security will

entail, as of necessity, changes and developments in certain concepts of regional

security. Therefore, it is important to mobilise efforts to address the many

regional conflicts in various parts of the world, which have been attracting

increasing attention recently, especially in area8  of tension.
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In this respect, Egypt commends the recent progress achieved in Europe,

especially in the light of Europe's continuing concern with neighbouring regions.

The most outstanding example of this tendency is the initiative by Italy and Spain

which calls for a conference on the security of the coastal States of the

Mediterranean. The initiative has been welcomed by the co-ordinators of the

non-aligned Mediterranean states, namely Yugoslavia, Rgypt and Algeria.

Moreover, Egypt put forward a number of intiatives at the regional level. We

continue to work towards the implementation of the declaration of Africa as a

non-nuclear-weapon continent. This call was initiated by the African Summit which

was held in Cairo over a quarter of a century ago.

Egypt has put forward concrete proposals on the Middle East region. We all

know that arsenals in the Middle East have continued to mushroom due to the

Arab-Israeli conflict, the Iraq-Iran conflict and, most recently, the occupation

and invasion of Kuwait by Iraq.

Matters have been complicated further by Israel's refusal to accede to the

Won-Proliferation Treaty or to place its nuclear facilities under International

Atomic Energy Agency safeguards - despite the appeals of the General Assembly in

the resolutions adopted annually by consensus , on the initiative of Egypt, to

declare the Middle East a non-nuclear-weapon sane.

The Secretary-General has completed recently the study requested by the

General Assembly two years ago. We hope that the study will be considered

carefully by the parties concerned. In this respect, I wish to thank

Mr. Yaaushi Akashi. the Under-Secretary-General for Disarmament Affairs, and the

United Wations Department for Disarmament Affairs for their constructive efforts in

this respect.

Egypt was one of the first countries to take up the question of the postures

of the various States in the Middle East on disarmament. Xt drew attention to the
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need urgently to addrese  the issue of stockpiling weapons of h?aaa destruction in

the region before it became too late. On 18 April 1990,

President Mohammed Honni Mubarek announced a new Egytian  initiative whereby the

Middle East would be declared an area free from any weapon of ma86 destruction.

The initiative called for the following: first, the prohibition without exception

of weapon8 of mass destruction in the countries of the Middie East - secondly, the

co-egual and concomitant commitment by all the States of the region to this

prohibitions  and, thirdly, the introduction of appropA.iate  verification measure8

that would enbure full compliance by all the atates of the region without exception

with the prohibition.

The initiative enjoyed extensive support on various levels. Egypt  i8 studying

at present concrete measures of implementation which it will propose at the

appropriate time. It is now in con8ultation  with the countrAe uf the region and

other region8 on the meann of achieving the objective8 of the initiative, 80 that

the Middle East may be declared a %one free from all weapon8 of ma88 destruction

under effective vertification  measures. A8 the Obligations  and mearurerr  arising

there from should be observed by all 011 an equal footing, without di8crimination,

we hope that all States in the region will co-operate with UI fully in this respect.

In conclusion, I wish to speak briefly of the future work of the First

Committee. The time ha8 come to discuss fully and objectively the question of

security in a tapiBly changing world. A comprehensive review of the role the First

Committee shoulc! play will be in order because without such consideration the

effectiveness of this Committee could be que8tioned. Egypt wRlcome8 the

consultations that are to be held on this matter. A 8UCCe8fffUl  outcome is very

much required by the international community.



Mr. AGUILAR (Guatemala) (interpretation from Spanish): As this is the

first time that my delegation has participated in the general debate of the First

Committee, I should like to congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, and the other members

of the Bureau on your election. The delegation of Guatemala assures you of its

co-operation in ensuring the successful performance of your important duties.

We wish also to thank the Secretariat for the reports submitted to the

Committee.

General and complete disarmament has been one of the fundamental goals of the

United W&ions since its inception. The founding members of the Organisation

resolved in San Francisco

**to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which twice in our

lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind".

Clearly, at that time it could not be foreseen that many thousands of human beings

would die in wars that could not be defined as world wars. There have been more

than 150 wars since 1945, costing the lives of 20 million persons, most of them

civilians. Guatemala and the Central American subregion have not escaped this

persisting scourge. While the conflicts have not been international in character,

the region has been convulsed by fratricidal struggles and domestic armed

conflicts, which have caused more poverty, desolation and bereavement. But

successful efforts have certainly led to changes in social relations. Now there is

a democrntic opening in all countries. The desire for peace is unprecedented. The

five countries have renewed their efforts to find joint solutions to joint

problems. Peace, development and democracy are inseparable. We are engaged in the

struggle to ensure respect for these three basic principles.

To be sure many of these wars have been movements to free territories from

anachronistic colonial systems. Others have been caused by the despair of the
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dispossessed majority aa they try to improve their living standards and free

themselves from the yoke of exploitation, poverty and injustice. Many of these

situat.tons were used by the major Powers, which, embroiled in a cold war, caused

confrontation and unleashed ideologi.cal battles in the developing countries. The

year 1989 has gone down in the annals  >f history, largely because of the drastic

change that has taken place in the course of history. The cold war has ended,

Peace was achieved in September 1990 when the super-Powers renounced their presence

on German terriL,ory  and on 3 October 1990, allowed the German people to unite, thus

ending the Second World War.
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This year the Nobel Peace Prize has been awarded to the President of the Soviet

Union for his efforts to promote peace and disarmament. We congratulate him on his

endeavour and express our hope that general and complete disarmament, particularly

with regard to weapons of mass destruction , will become a reality, thereby freeing

people from the threat of total destruction and making it possible for them to

invest their intellect, their human and financial resources in the progress of all

mankind towards well-being and peace.

This historic relationship is necessary, in that it enables us to catch a

glimpse of a world of peace, hope and renewed efforts for the full development of

the human being, once freed from the uncertainty of the tense relations between the

super-Powers who, in their eagerness to dominate the world, invested billions of

dollars in the machinery of war and destruction. The economic and social aspects

of human development were therefore of little importance. Interest was focused on

destruction, not construction. Hatred, racism, oppression, discrimination,

domination and neo-colonialism were fomented. The emphasis was laid on what

divides us and on the advantages of force. Today mankind has the equivalent of

1 million bombs like those that were used at Hiroshima. At the same time 30

children in the developing world are dying every day from malnutrition, hunger or

preventable Slness - and every minute the world is spending $1.7 million for

military purposes.

As of 1987, $900 billion were spent per year, and arm8 transfers to the

developing world were estimated at $30 billion per year. How much could be

accomplished in developing countrie8 with aueh sums of money - if not with all of

it at leaat with half of it! According to report8 of the United Nations Department

for Pisarmament Affairs the United Nations could operate for two centuries with the

budget that has been used for one year on war machinery.
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Guatemala openly supports the efforts of the international community to

achieve general and complete disarmament, particularly as regards weapons of mass

destruction: nuclear, chemical and bacteriological. It condemns their use and

welcomes the fact that the super-Powers have agreed not to be the first to use

them. We are deeply concerned about the production, stockpiling and use or threat

of use of such weapons, particularly the use of chemical weapons anywhere in the

world and most recently in the Persian Gulf, where they have been used.

Guatemala condemns the Iraqi invasion of Kuwaiti territory, which not only

constitutes an act that flouts the pricciples and purposes of the United Nations

but also imperils international peace and security. There can be no doubt that

this constitutes a reversal of the efforts that have been made to achieve general

and complete disarmament. In the course of the first half of this year the

ma&inery used to prepare war had been prepared for investment in civilian

development, but today it has been rediscovered that the business of war and

destrnction continues to be profitable.

We note with concern that the Fourth Review Conference of the Parties to the

Treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons ended without adopting a final

declaration. In our view, it is imperative that there should be an agreement to

prohibit the testing of nuclear weapons. Guatemala will continue to support any

efforts towards prohibiting any kind of weapons of mass destruction.

Guatemala considers it important to continue efforts to achieve full

transparency in ipternational weapons transfers as the most effective way to

maintain control and promote the limitation of such transfers. Transparency in

transfers could certainly promote confidence-building meaeureb;* The secrecy that

surrounds the transfer of weapons has made it possible for war to prevail over

peace and harmony.
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My delegation believes that we should investigate the transfer of arms to

armed opposition groups8 particularly in developing countries. Similarly, one

should investigate the relationship between the production and illegal trafficking

in drugs and the trade in conventional weapons as a means used to destabilize a

number of developing countries and to endanger the incipient processes of

democratisation and peace.

Guatemala is a party to the Treaty of Tlatelolco. We support the resolutions

that were adopted in this Committee and we have co-sponsored them. It should

however be emphaaized that three countries in our own Latin American and Caribbean

region have as yet not become parties to that Treaty. There is also one European

cotantry that still has possessions in our region t;Jat has not yet become a party to

Additional Protocol I, which impairs this important regional peace initiative. It

must be fully implemented throughout the whole region and we appeal to all

cotrntriea to do so as soon as possible. Guatemala condemns the use of any

territory in Latin America and the Caribbean region as an area for nuclear tests or

any other kinds of tests. We support the declarations of nuclear-free zones and

zones of peace wherever they may be established throughout the world.

I should like to refer now to efforts that have been made in the Central

American region to obtain general and complete disarmament. Once the Esquipulas II

Agreement was endorsedr the Central Arterican Presidents decided to move towards

peace and democracy and to encourage respect for the human rights anJ. fundamental

freedoms of Central Americana. This was successful in several areas, particularly

with regard to the democratizstion and the opening of soci8tiss to political

pluralism. Cotmtries where there have been internal conflicts have begun talks

with the armed opposition groups through commisaionr for national reconciliation.
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Lat in  Amer ican  and  Car ibbean  countr ie s  in  par t i cu lar  and  the  in ternat iona l

community in general  have openly supported the peace process  that  began in 1986.

The United Nations took part  in peace-keeping operations when i t  established

the United Nations Observer Group in Central America (ONUCA). The International

Verif icat ion and Follow-up Commission has done groundwork,  part icularly in the

dismantl ing of the Contras in Nicaragua, w h e r e  f o r  t h e  f i r s t  t i m e  i n  r e c e n t  h i s t o r y

it  was possible to destroy weapons and war mathriel,  the vestiges of which are

being used to manufacture prostheses for those who have been wounded in the war,

We th ink  th i s  prac t i ce  shou ld  be  adopted  throughout  the  reg ion  as  we l l  a s  e l sewhere

in  the  wor ld . The super-Powers have used them in a commemorative work of art,

which was donated to the United Nations. These  are  examples  o f  the  dras t i c  change

in  pr ior i t i e s  tha t  mus t  be  made  in  order  to  br ing  about  a  rea l  improvement  in  human

l i f e .

The  negot ia t ing  processes  have  promoted  the  e s tab l i shment  o f  po l ic ie s  to

enhance  mutua l  t rus t  and  i t  has  been  poss ib le  in  th i s  way  to  reconvene  the  Secur i ty

Commission in compliance with the appeal  contained in Esquipulas  II  and the Antigua

Declaration with a view to consolidating the process of peace and democracy. The

Republic  of  Panama was invited to participate in those meetings as an observer.

In  Ju ly  the  fo l lowing  ob jec t i ves  were  se t : f i r s t ,  t o  e n s u r e  t h a t  t h e  a r m e d

forces  o f  the  countr ie s  o f  the  reg ion  would  be  de fens ive  ra ther  than  o f fens ive  and

used  on ly  to  de fend  the  sovere ignty , the  terr i tory  and  the  domes t ic  order ;

secondly, to  ensure  tha t  the  armed forces in  the  countr ie s  o f  the  area  would

main ta in  a  reasonable  ba lance  or  an  equ i l ibr ium tha t  would  be  propor t ionate  and

comprehensive in arms,  mathriel  and personnel  and in a way that  would mean they

would  not  be  a  threa t  to  ne ighbour ing  countr ie s ;  th i rd ly ,  to  de f ine  a  new model  o f
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of security relations among Central American States, based on co-operation,

co-ordination, communication and prevention) an8 fourthly, to obtain commitments

with regard to the foreign military presence in the region.
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In order to achieve the aforementioned obj,ectives, the Commission decided to

define the factors that should be taken into consideration in setting military

requirements; in establishing inventories of weapons and military personnel; in

defining limitations or reductions as a result of comparative analyses; in setting

limits that could be exceeded in dealing with domestic conflicts or subversive

movements in the area; in reviewing and continuing negotiations on bases,

installations, manoeuvres and foreign military advisers. It was considered

necessary to establish machinery for monitoring and verification, and the

Conrmission would also promote agreements leading to a climate of trust among the

States of the region, thereby promoting good-neighbourliness, friendship,

development and co-operation among them.

Moreover, I should like to emphasize that the region has requested

co-operation from the United Nations as well as from the Organization of American

States. We consider it imperative for the United Nations Department for

Disarmament Affairs to continue participating in the meetings and, when possible,

to provide technical and other assistance in this sensitive and praiseworthy task.

This is the most important function of the United Nations if it truly is to pursue

the principles and aims for which it was established. This effort to establish

peace and security and promote friendship and co-operation among countries must be

supported by the nations of the world.

The Security Commission met in San Salvador on 12 and 13 September, and also

last week in Guatemala City. At the meetings in Guatemala at the technical level

it was agreed to establish machinery for reporting military levels to the meetings

scheduled to be held in Honduras in mid-November. Meetings would be held at

intervals no greater than 60 days , and special meetings would be held when
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necessary. F o r  t h i s  purpofie, we have requested that the necessary technical

assistance be made available from the United Nations through the Department for

Disarmament Affairs.

In  conc lus ion , I  should  l ike  to  s ta te  tha t  the  Member  Sta tes  must  ava i l

t h e m s e l v e s  of  t h i s  t i m e  i n  h i s t o r y  t o  s t r e n g t h e n  m a n k i n d ’ s  s p i r i t  o f  p e a c e .  W e

must work to erase from. the minds of men any desire to wage war. T h i s  w i l l  b e

possible only by means of  renewed efforts to educate the people of the world about

the  benef i t s  o f  l i v ing  in  peace  and  harmony1  of  suppor t  for  human  r ight s ,  f reedom

of expression and the exchange of  ideas;  and of  the dissemination of information on

the needs of mankind in the social  and economic f ields. The  present  soc ia l  and

economic  s i tua t ion  in  the  deve lop ing  wor ld  cannot  cont inue . Peace i s  f rag i le  f rom

any  po in t  o f  v iew i f  the  necessary  condi t ions  are  not  prov ided  to  ensure  tha t  human

be ings  can  meet  the i r  bas ic  needs  of  food ,  education and  hea l th . The amount of

abso lu te  pover ty  i s  growing  da i ly . T h i s  s i t u a t i o n  e n d a n g e r s  a l l  e f f o r t s  t o

m a i n t a i n  p e a c e  a n d  s e c u r i t y  a n d  i m p e r i l s  e s t a b l i s h e d  d e m o c r a t i c  i n s t i t u t i o n s  t h a t

are the only means of  peacefully bringing about change to prepare us  to meet the

challenge of  the year 2000.

The CHAIRMAur I cal l  on the Secretary of  the Committee,  Mr. Kheradf,  who

wishes to make an announcement.

Mr, KHERADI (Secretary of the Committee); I  shou ld  l ike  to  draw the

at tent ion  o f  the  Commit tee  to  document  A1C.114516,  conta in ing  the  text  o f  a  l e t ter

dated 11 October 1990, which has been received from the Chairman of  the Fifth

Committee. T h e  l e t t e r  r e f e r s ,  jnter a l i a ,  t o  a  r e q u e s t  t o  t h e  M a i n  C o m m i t t e e s  o f

the General Assembly, inc lud ing  the  F ir s t  Commit tee ,  to  communicate  the ir  v iews  to
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the Fifth Committee on the relevant programmes of the proposed medium-term plan for

the period 1992 to 1997, as contained in document A/45/6, by 9 November 1990.

The CHAIRMAN: As members know, the deadline for the submission of draft

resolutions under disarmament agenda items 45 to 66 and 155 is Tuesday,

30 October. As we are getting close to that date, it would be appreciated if

delegations could kindly submit their draft resolutions to the Secretariat for

processing as soon as possible. This is especially so in the context of draft

resolutions containing programme budget implications. This will facilitate the

work of the Committee and will give enough time for its members to conduct the

necessary consultations on them and to make their comments, if they wish to do so,

before the Committee proceeds to act upon them and to seek the necessary

instructions from their respective Governments.

I wish also to draw the attention of members to the fact that a large number

of representatives have inscribed their names to speak during the remaining days

allocated to the general debate on disarmament items. Hence, in order to

accommodate those delegations, as well as effectively to utilize the time and

resources available to the Committee and avoid the unnecessary extension of

meetings beyond the regular hours, it will be my intention to start the meetings of

the Committee at 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. sharp. I look forward to the assistance and

co-operation of members in this regard.

The meetina rose at 4.40 ps.


